A brief review is given of all the Hamiltonians and effective potentials calculated hitherto covering the post-Newtonian (pN) dynamics of a two body system. A method is presented to compare (conservative) reduced Hamiltonians with nonreduced potentials directly at least up to the next-toleading-pN order. 
I. POST-NEWTONIAN MODELING AND RESULTS OF THE TWO BODY DYNAMICS
The post-Newtonian (pN) treatment of the dynamics of two bodies in general relativity has to incorporate both spin and tidal force induced mass multipoles of the constituents of the physical systems [1] . In our analysis we will focus on the spin multipole degrees of freedom and present some illuminating results, that will be useful for future research of gravitational wave date extraction from such a system. One easy way to start to model such a system is by choosing the representation by Tulczyjew's singular stress-energy tensor [2] T µν , with the greek coordinate indices running from 0 to 3, in the following way
with the body's 4-velocity u µ , the 4-momentum p µ , the antisymmetric spin tensor S µν modeling the pole-dipole structure and Dixon's reduced quadrupole moment tensor J µαβν modeling first order finite size effects while possessing the same symmetries as the Riemann tensor R µαβν . It follows a decomposition of J µαβν into stress, flow and the symmetric trace-free mass quadrupole Q µν . The latter is given by the ansatz with a vector f µ to which the spin is orthogonal, S µν f ν = 0
and is parametrized only by C Q in the Newtonian limit and quadratic level in spin fully encoding the rotational deformation. For black holes one has C Q = 1 [3] while for neutron star models C Q depends on the equations of state [4] and varies between 4.3 . . . 7.4. The next step to perform explicit pN calculation is complex in various ways. We compare two prominent methods. One method aims at calculating a Hamiltonian. This is achieved by a 3+1 decomposition of Einstein's field equations and the energy-momentum tensor from Eq. (1) leading to constraints which have to be fulfilled at all times on the 3-dimensional hypersurfaces orthogonal to the time direction. We then use the ADM formalism as outlined in [5] to find the canonical set of variables (ẑ I ,p I ,Ŝ I ) with the body label I = 1, 2 fulfilling their standard canonical Poisson bracket relations {ẑ i I ,p Jj } = δ ij δ IJ and {Ŝ I(i) ,Ŝ I(j) } = ijkŜI(k) with i, j, k * Electronic address: steven.hergt@uni-jena.de † Electronic address: jan.steinhoff@uni-jena.de ‡ Electronic address: gos@tpi.uni-jena.de 
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running from 1 to 3 and the round brackets around them indicate the components of local Lorentz indices a, b, . . . from the beginning of the alphabet, so a ∈ {(0), (i)}. The spin tensor S ab defined in a local Lorentz frame is therefore connected to the coordinate frame by a vierbein transformation S ab = e aµ e bν S µν . The ADM formalism also leads to a formula for calculating the Hamiltonian in full reduced phase space by imposing the ADMT T or transverse traceless gauge to the 3-metric on the 3-hypersurface and by choosing the correct (canonical) spin supplementary condition (SSC) which fixes the center of the object. By expansion of the constraints in pN powers of . Obviously, the radiative part is much higher in pN order then the conservative part, but nevertheless they are important to cover the dynamics to 4.5pN order consistently; up until now the radiation field is known to 2.5pN order only. One other method to arrive at pN equations of motion is the derivation of effective potentials which are subtly related to Hamiltonians by a Legendre transformation. This derivation is most effectivly achieved by sophisticated methods from Effective Field Theory (EFT) that uses full knowledge from quantum field theoretical calculations. Up until now, pN potentials have been calculated to 3pN order [8] for point masses and to NNLO for spin(1)-spin(2) coupling [9] .
II. COMPARISON BETWEEN EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY POTENTIALS AND ADM HAMILTONIANS
Effective potentials are part of a Lagrangian with the Newtonian kinetic energy T N
The conservative effective potential V ef f for two interacting bodies is pN expanded up to next-to-leading order (NLO) spin effects in the following way
One key difference between EFT potentials and ADM Hamiltonians is that in most cases the potentials still depend on the S (0)(i) -components of the spin tensor, which have to be fixed by choosing an appropriate SSC. For a direct N LOADM Hergt/Steinhoff/Schäfer [20] comparison a formal Legendre transformation of the nonreduced potentials is conducted yielding the effective Hamiltonian H ef f , which is been followed by a reduction process in phase space in order to arrive at a canonical set of variables, see [10] for details. This 'canonicalization' is most transparently accomplished by reducing the following effective action 
